To: Mr. Sydney Henry:
Attached please find the Electronic Diagram and a page of Assembly Instructions and Tips.
A total of four pages.
This is one way for your people to have an unlimited supply of powerful antibiotics for use in Haiti
and elsewhere.
All you need is distilled water, two PURE silver rods and a power source from batteries. Solar
cells, etc of 27 volts DC.
Note: the electric power consumption is very very low, but if you will be using a ac power source
type of generator or source, which is converted to 27 volts DC, it would be advisable to place a good
spike protector between the power source and the Colloidal Silver Generator.
I believe that in many areas you may find clean Rainwater a suitable substitute for distilled water
for this purpose after it is filtered to remove debris. After all it is really just sun distilled water vapor.
Note: I am not in any way connected with the following companies.
The original idea describing an emergency colloidal Silver generator is on page 466 of The
Ultimate Colloidal Silver Manual.
I highly recommend this manual.
This is a 541 page book on the Medical uses for Colloidal Silver and it's 90 year medical history,
and it also contains tips on other pathogen fighters.
Note: Steve Barwick, who is the author of this manual , got involved with Colloidal Silver 1995 in
order to save his wife's toes from an infection called ulcerative osteomylitis, that their Doctor had tried
to stop in several ways, but failed.
This included a seven day intravenous course of cefalex that was administered by a nurse at
home once a day.
The Doctor finally told them that she would have to go to a surgeon, right away, to remove two
toes. After praying about it, a strange series of events lead them to try Colloidal Silver to stop the
rapid advance of the infection. The remainder of the story is on page 9 of the book.
A note: Certain types of Colloidal Silver can be used to Purify Water.
Also Colloidal Silver can be used internally against such things as food poisoning and has been
documented to be effective against as many as 650 disease causing pathogens, including Anthrax!
Now Colloidal Silver can be purchased in Health Food stores for about $20 to $30 for 4 oz.,
But it can be also made on site with the hand made equipment, or using purchased equipment, for
only about 48 cents a Quart!
Note: Approximately 10 Million Americans regularly use
Colloidal Silver to fight disease and cure infections.
The Ultimate Colloidal Silver Manual is available from Life and Health Research Group at:
www.LifeandHealthResearchGroup.com
1-888-846-9029
Life and Health Research Group
P.O. Box 1239, Peoria,AZ 85380
Also the Silver Edge can also supply many types of all ready made Colloidal Silver Generators.
This includes the very advanced Micro Colloidal Silver Generator, which I have personally used,
and is available from: www.TheSilverEdge.com
The Silver Edge
P.O. Box 84910
Phoenix, AZ 85071
Toll free 1-888-528-0559
Fax 1-602-943-2363
May God bless all of you!

Wayne J. Behrle

Tel: 770-242-6280

Cell: 404-791-0294

Assembly Instructions and Tips for Emergency Colloidal Silver Generator
Now first of all the (2) 6” long 14 gauge Silver Wires must be .999 fine pure silver
wire (available at the Silver Edge or similar source ).
DO NOT use Stirling Silver due to toxicity.
The container for the distilled water must be made of glass.
Plastic and metal containers can damage the quality of the Colloidal Silver.
The finished liquid is sensitive to HEAT and COLD and LIGHT.
EACH of these can cause the silver to come out of suspension, creating a gray film
on the bottom of the container and can render the liquid useless!
DO NOT REFRIGERATE!
Do not store in HOT locations such a a trunk of a car on a hot day, etc.
For protection from LIGHT keep in a dark place, use a black trash bag and / or keep
in dark glass containers like Pharmacy Bottles, well washed dark wine bottles, etc.
This Emergency Colloidal Silver Generator produces the very effective, but larger,
silver particles which are strongest just after being made and will gradually loose their
strength over a few days to a week or so. They do not recommend taking the crude
form of Colloidal Silver for a extended period of time.
When you need the even more powerful micro- particle Colloidal Silver, if the budget
allows, this is available, as stated on the first page, from the Silver Edge. This microparticle Colloidal Silver also has a much longer shelf life as well, if stored properly.
As to assembly: Automotive type insulated crimp connectors can be used or an
even better connection is made by soldering each connection.
If you cut the LED's leads, use scissors, do not use nippers because the nippers
can send a shock wave up to the LED, which can damage the LED.
If soldering, all soldered connections must be insulated, after soldering, such as
with electrical tape.
When crimping or soldering the LED and resistor, and all connections, be sure to
clean each part where it is going to be crimped or soldered with steel wool or a knife in
order for the crimped connector or solder to properly “connect” the joint. Note: the red
LED can be a Radio Shack 276-0041or similar and the 6800 ohm resister can be as low
as 1/8 watt but a ¼ watt should last longer.
SOLDERING: Hold each wire that is being soldered with a pair of needle nose pliers
or similar tool between the soldered joint and the LED and also between the soldered
joint and the 6800 ohm resister to prevent the heat from traveling up the wire and
damaging the LED or the resistor.
After the heat is removed from the joint continue to hold the wire with the pliers for

a minute or so until the lead cools.
Now the finished Colloidal Silver liquid, from the Emergency Colloidal Silver
Generator, can be used as is for external infections, but should be filtered for internal
use, such as through a coffee filter.
The micro- particle Colloidal Silver does not require filtration.
As each batch is made the LED should glow a little brighter because of increased
electrical conduction through the water. A Laser beam through the water should
show the particles.
After each batch use a paper towel, etc to wipe a brown-gray coating off the wires
that sometimes forms.
This process takes about 50 Minutes to make 16 oz of 10 ppm of Colloidal Silver and
there is a way of adding a very tiny amount of sea salt to greatly speed up the process
to save battery power.
This is made by adding one level teaspoon of pure sea salt to two ounces of pure
steam distilled water , this should not have additives in it. dissolve the salt
completely. A little two ounce bottle with dropper is best for this.
Add 4 drops to the 16 ounces of pure steam distilled water and in this way a standard
batch of 10 ppm colloidal silver can be made in about 10 minutes.
I personally use about 1 oz at a time, when needed, made with a more advanced
Colloidal Silver Generator.
If at all possible try to obtain the 541 page Book: The Ultimate Colloidal Silver Manual
from Life & Health Research Group. Maybe you could talk them into donating a copy?
Also look into the more advanced generators if possible at The Silver Edge,
May the Lord bless you and your work.
Yours in the Lord,

Wayne J. Behrle
wjb@poorrichard3.info
Tel: 770-242-6280
Cell: 404-791-0961
Fax: 770-242-3944
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